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0.1

Executive Summary //
The Town of Atherton recognized the growing need to
address its aging civic center facilities several years ago.
The 2014 Civic Center Master Plan is the culmination of
these efforts.
In the summer of 2013, the Town of Atherton engaged
HMC Architects and MIG to develop a comprehensive
Civic Center Master Plan that would address the site
and facilities issues identified over time, and establish a
road map for the Town to move forward with design and
construction of a new, modern Civic Center. Guided by
the Civic Center Advisory Committee, the design team
led a highly interactive process with the community to
develop a plan for the city’s future.
Town staff assisted the design team in providing and
developing the data that formed the basis of the design:
•
Previous reports and studies
•
Site topographic survey
•
Arborist report
•
Traffic analysis
•
Space needs program, meetings with staff
•
Building walkthroughs and site observations.

The resulting plan for the Civic Center groups buildings
around a central pedestrian gathering space (“Town
Green”), provides vehicle connectivity between Ashfield,
Fair Oaks, and Maple Streets, parking distributed
throughout the site along the perimeter, and a clear
circulation pattern through the site for pedestrians and
bicycles. New facilities are proposed in the plan that
replace the existing City Administration and Police
Building, the Library, and the Building and Planning and
Public Works Department Buildings.
The Civic Center Master Plan incorporates approximately
36,000 SF of new facilities and retains approximately
2,000 SF of enclosed storage space in the existing
Public Works Yard.

The cost of the project is estimated at $31.8 million and
formed the basis of the budgeting for the project to move
forward, which will be funded through a combination of
three sources, Library Fund, Community Development
Fund, and private funding:
Library Fund:		
CDD Fund:		
Fundraising Target:

$ 9.8M
$ 2.2M
$19.8M

The next steps in the process will include initiating and
Environmental Impact Report study, selecting the design
team for the project, and kicking off the fundraising.

MASTER PLAN

The process also included a series of public meetings,
both larger public workshops as well as more intimate
neighborhood outreach meetings, which were
graphically recorded to visually capture the discussion
at each session. The meetings were all well attended
by members of the community, including residents
adjacent to the civic center site and most impacted by
current conditions and proposed changes. The feedback
received in these meetings shaped the final solution.
HMC Architects
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Introduction //
Background
The Town of Atherton recognized the growing need to
address its aging civic center facilities several years
ago and began studying the issues and reaching out
to its community as early as 1995 with an initial needs
assessment. Several committees were formed over
the years to analyze the need, including the Town
Center Task Force, Atherton Library Building Steering
Committee, and Blue Ribbon Task Force. Efforts
continued with each study building upon previous
findings, and culminating in the 2014 Civic Center Master
Plan.
The Town of Atherton, California includes approximately
2,500 residences, with approximately 6,900 residents,
according to the 2010 Census. The town is mainly
residential, with no commercial establishments, and is
largely developed with a stable population. Atherton is
a scenic, rural, thickly-wooded area with abundant open
space, located in the heart of Silicon Valley in northern
California.

HMC Architects

The Town’s Civic Center departments provide essential
services to its community: city administration, police
department, public works, building and planning
departments, council chambers, post office, and library.
The site also includes the Atherton Caltrain Station,
currently served by weekend train service, with weekday
service scheduled to resume in the future.
The 2009 Blue Ribbon Task Force report indicated
general support from the public for providing additional
facilities for its city functions. Further studies validated
library needs and the desire to retain all current functions
at the existing Civic Center site, located between Fair
Oaks and Maple streets, and bordered by the rail line on
the east and neighboring properties on the west. These
studies served to establish the need for replacing the
facilities in the Civic Center, which were no longer code
compliant nor functional for the uses housed in them.
In 2013 the town formed a Civic Center Advisory
Committee (CCAC) and initiated the development of a
Civic Center Master Plan. This report outlines the 2013
Master Plan process and findings which provide the
Town of Atherton with a road map to move forward in
addressing its Civic Center facilities’ needs.

Report Organization
This report is organized into four sections, including the
Introduction: Master Planning Process, Analysis and
Options, and Recommendations.
The Master Planning Process section describes the
process undertaken in the development of the master
plan for the site, outlining the level of community
engagement involved and the input that shaped the final
solution.
The Analysis and Options section describes the analysis
forming the basis of the master plan solution, including
the space needs program requirements, site constraints
and opportunities, and the overall planning framework.
It also presents the options studied that led to a final
solution.
The Recommendations section presents the Civic Center
Master Plan and outlines the strategy for implementation.

INTRODUCTION
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Master Planning Process

Master Planning Process //
Community Engagement

Introduction
One of the most important goals of the master planning
process was to ensure a transparent and inclusive
process inviting input from the entire community.
Working with the CCAC and town staff, the design team
developed a process that utilized a combination of public
workshops and neighborhood outreach meetings to
provide multiple opportunities for community members
to participate in the process. Regular CCAC meetings
guiding the process were open to the public and the
process also included a study session with City Council.
All of the public meetings were graphically recorded, a
highly visual means of recording conversations, serving
to both remind attendees of past discussion and orient
new attendees to the previous input.

HMC Architects
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Master Planning Process //
Community Engagement

SEPTEMBER 2013

2.2

Town of Atherton Civic Center Master Plan

Public Workshop #1 established the goals for the project
and helped identify how the community views the
existing Civic Center site and functions. This workshop
set the stage for the development of ideas.

CCAC Design
Meeting 2
10.22.13

Public Workshop
Meeting 1
09.17.13

The series of public meetings were structured to invite
input at key points in the process:

Each of the meetings and workshops were highly
interactive and well attended. The input received from
the community was critical in informing the planning
process. Community members brought historical
perspectives of the community, actual experience of how
the site is currently used, and questions and concerns
that the project will wrestle with as it eventually moves
into design. The 2014 Civic Center Master Plan is the
result of a highly engaged and interactive community
process.
Conclusion
Council
Presenation
03.19.14

Public Workshop #2 brought back the synthesis of the
feedback collected in the outreach meetings and a
proposed single design solution based on that input.
Further comments from the community at the workshop
helped the design team refine the solution and arrive at a
final master plan.

Public Workshop
Meeting 2
11.20.13

Neighborhood
Outreach
Meetings:
10.28.13
10.29.13
10.30.13
11.03.13
11.05.13
11.08.13

The six Neighborhood Outreach Meetings that were
held during October and November focused on
seeking feedback from residents in each of Atherton’s
neighborhoods on a series of design options developed
for the site.

MARCH 2014

HMC Architects
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Master Planning Process //
Key Findings
Public Workshop #1
Participants were introduced to the project and taken
through two exercises. The first exercise was a “Likes
and Dislikes” exercise, where attendees were asked
to come to the front and using a series of stickers and
markers, identify aspects of the existing civic center
that they like and dislike, feel needs improvement, are
unsafe, would be a priority, etc.
Themes arising from this exercise included:

2.4

•

The Library was well liked and heavily utilized

•

The Police Department, Administration, Building 		
and Planning Departments were all identified as 		
needing improvement and priorities

•

The large paved parking area and the Public 		
Works Yard were generally disliked

•

The existing Town Hall/Council Chambers was 		
generally liked and considered a priority, though 		
there were mixed opinions

•

The intersection at Fair Oaks and Station Lane 		
was noted as unsafe and a priority to address

•

The trees on the site and overall rural feel was 		
generally liked

Town of Atherton Civic Center Master Plan

The second exercise split the participants into four
groups and had each group work over the existing site
plan aerial photograph and think about how they might
lay out the Civic Center. Groups were asked to consider
where functions should go, how circulation might work,
and what the outdoor spaces should be like.
Each group developed a unique approach to the
organization of the site and each group had slightly
different priorities. The collective input from all groups
helped identify a variety of ideas to explore for the design
team, including central greens or gathering spaces,
various circulation patterns, keeping or demolishing the
existing Town Hall, moving the Public Works yard to the
park, and multiple versions of building combinations.

Neighborhood Outreach Meetings
The six outreach meetings held took place over a two
week period beginning at the end of October and were
hosted by residents in each of Atherton’s neighborhoods.
Attendance at each of the meetings ranged from 10 – 25
people on average and staff and CCAC had at least one
or more members present at all meetings.
Neighborhood Meeting

10.28.13

Dostart Residence

Neighborhood Meeting

10.29.13

Lewis Residence

Neighborhood Meeting

10.30.13

Schroeder Residence

Neighborhood Meeting

11.03.13

NachtsheimResidence

Neighborhood Meeting

11.05.13

Sockolov Residence

Neighborhood Meeting

11.08.13

Kelly Residence

HMC Architects

Residents at each meeting listened to a series of three
options presented by the design team and had the
opportunity to ask questions and comment on each of
the options. Opinions varied from meeting to meeting
on which option participants favored, and in the end, the
final solution was developed by mixing key elements
from each of the options and synthesizing the feedback
into a single cohesive plan. Refer to the Planning
Framework section in Chapter 3: Analysis and Options
for discussion on the specific options presented and the
direction forming the framework for the final solution.

MASTER PLANNING PROCESS
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Master Planning Process //
Key Findings
Public Workshop #2
The second public workshop focused on bringing
back the proposed master plan for comment from the
community. Many residents who attended had attended
at least one other meeting and felt that the proposed
solution reflected the collective input given throughout
the process. The discussion at the workshop helped
identify further areas of refinement for the design team
to look at in arriving at a final master plan, including
comments regarding convenience parking, feasibility of
an underground garage, concern about the proposed
public works yard location, and suggestions for
enhancing and balancing the green spaces in the site.

2.6
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TOWN OF ATHERTON Civic Center Master Plan

Analysis and Options

Analysis + Options //

1 Armory - Police Dept
2 Library

Space Needs Program
In order to quantify the building area required to house
the Town’s functions located on site, the design team
gathered the following:

HMC Architects

•

Space needs tabulations developed as part of 		
the Blue Ribbon Task Force report

•

Updated space needs tabulations developed in 		
2012

•

Information gathered during interviews with staff 		
members from each department

•

Space needs program prepared for the Library 		
Ad Hoc Subcommittee by Brad Cox, 2013

•

Information about the existing facilities – floor 		
plans, area tabulations

•

Information gathered during site visits and walk-		
throughs

1

2
ANALYSIS + OPTIONS

3.1

1 Reception - Police Dept
2 Dispatch - Police Dept
3 Motorcycle Parking - Police Dept

Analysis + Options //
Space Needs Program
Based on input from staff and the CCAC, the following
program summarizes the facilities space requirements
forming the basis of the Master Plan. Further detail by
department, along with meeting notes, appears in the
Appendix.

1
3.2

Town of Atherton Civic Center Master Plan

2

3

1 Parking Near Public Works Bldg
2 View Between Portable & Police Dept
3 Admin Bldg & Police Dept Patio
4 Ramp at Town Hall

While the demographics of the Town of Atherton are
stable and the town does not anticipate any significant
growth or change in the future, the functions performed
by city staff have changed over time and a combination
of functional needs and various state and federal
mandates are the primary drivers in determining the
additional space required.
The percentage of growth in space requirements for
each department is relatively small, with the greatest
percent change being in the Police Department, whose
current size is inadequate for meeting the code and
operational requirements of the department and allow
the department to operate in a safe and efficient manner.
In addition, the Police Department is considered an
essential service and as such, is subject to more
significant code requirements for the construction of the
facility. This factor has been considered in the planning
and budgeting for the project.

HMC Architects
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1 City Administration Bldg
2 Holding Area - Police Dept
3 Public Works Bldg & Yard
4 Police Parking
5 Sleep Room - Police Dept
6 Evidence Processing - Police Dept

Analysis + Options //
Space Needs Program

3.4

1

2

3

4

5

6

Town of Atherton Civic Center Master Plan

1 Library Interior
2 Evidence Storage - Police Dept
3 Kennel - Police Dept
4 Communications Tower
5 Public Works Bldg Interior
6 Library Entrance

1

2

3

4

5

6
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Analysis + Options //

1 Existing Library
2 Existing Council Chambers

Site Analysis - Key Factors
Site Analysis Key Factors

Existing Site Plan

yy The existing circulation patterns adjacent to and
within the Civic Center are circuitous and dangerous
for all modes of transportation.

The existing site has undergone numerous renovations
and modifications over the course of its’ history. The
cumulative affects have been the elimination of any
strong relationship to the original Town Hall, the creation
of an informal quality and no hierarchy of open spaces.
The site also lacks a central gathering space, gateways
and minimal connections between exterior spaces
and buildings. As a result it is challenging to locate the
existing facilities, accommodate large public events or to
perceive when you have arrived at the Civic Center. The
site is also characterized by large expanses of paving
allocated to parking, roads and maintenance/ service
facilities. The community did however express a strong
preference for easy physical access to the existing
Administration building similar to what currently exists.
Future site planning efforts should strive to maintain such
a relationship

yy The site is heavily impacted by the adjacent Caltrain
train tracks.
yy Existing site has no sense of arrival or gateways.
yy The edges are poorly defined and do not buffer the
site from offsite impacts or the adjacent residences
from activities at the Civic Center.
yy There is no sense of place or large gathering spaces.
yy The existing Heritage Trees are constrained by
pavement, the encroachment of buildings and have
been heavily pruned.
yy Infrastructure and services are not integrated within
the site and are visually intrusive.

1

2
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1 Existing Train Crossing
2 Existing Station Lane
3 Existing Main Parking Lot

Analysis + Options //
Site Analysis - Traffic Findings
Vehicular, Pedestrian and Bicycle Circulation

Gateways, Courtyards, and Open Spaces

The existing CalTrain tracks and right of way are a major
offsite impact. Commuter trains produce a high level of
sonic, visual and visual impacts on a daily basis from the
early morning till evening. Currently trains do not stop at
the station but with the introduction of electrification and
high speed rail, the potential exists for the tracks to be
realigned and the station reactivated. The Civic Center is
also located in a gracious residential neighborhood that
consists of large residential lots with lush landscaping
and generous setbacks. Currently there are substantial
tree and shrub plantings along the western boundary
but future site planning efforts must insure all edges
incorporate substantial screening.

The existing Circulation Patterns are hazardous
and confusing, non-ADA compliant and have limited
pedestrian or bicycle facilities. In particular the
intersection of Station Lane and Fair Oaks which serves
as the main gateway, is an irregular configuration and
dangerous. Also the relationship of Station Lane to
Ashfield is critical; the community expressed a strong
preference for a through connection from Ashfield to
both Fair Oaks and Maple Street via Station Lane. The
community also expressed a strong preference for an
integrated network of Pedestrian paths and Bicycle
lanes. Finally the physical form and scale of the existing
roadways are in character with the community, but will
require sensitive and innovative design to integrate into a
modern Civic Center with multiple uses and activities.

Currently the existing entry pilasters at Station Lane
and Fair Oaks are the only gateway structures on the
site. Opportunities exist to relocate these gateway
elements and create additional gateways at the Ashfield
and Maple Street entries. The site also possesses
only one courtyard space located between the Library
and Existing Town Hall. Future site planning efforts
should strive to create a variety of Courtyards that are
interlinked by a pedestrian network. Finally, the only
large green open space is located behind and to the
south of the existing library; it is characterized by an
expanse of lawn, low use, heavy shade, and a large
grove of densely planted redwood trees, a reading node
and sculpture. Future site planning efforts should explore
ways to activate this space and create a strong sense of
arrival at the Civic Center’s three Gateways.

1

2

3

Offsite Impacts/ Adjacent Uses, Site Edges and
Context

3.8
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TRAIN STATION
PLATFORM

RAILROAD
CROSSING

EXISTING
CORP YARD

TRAIN TRACKS

TRAIN
STATION
PUBLIC WORKS/
MAINTENANCE
CENTER

PUBLIC WORKS/
EMERGENCY
OPERATIONS
CENTER

PUBLIC WORKS/
PERMIT CENTER

LIBRARY
ADDITION
TOWN HALL

POLICE
STATION

OLD
HOUSE

EVERGREEN
BUFFER

ADMIN
POST OFFICE

EXISTING PARK
- Low User
- Green / Lush
- Peaceful Oasis

HISTORIC
TOWN CENTER

OPEN
SPACE

TRAFFIC FINDINGS
Noise
Pedestrian / Vehicle
Conflicts
Property Line
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Major Vehicular
Connection &
Circulation

Pedestrian Circulation /
Sidewalks

Minor Vehicular
Connection &
Circulation

Pedestrian Circulation /
Casual Path of Travel

Existing Intersection
- Multiple Conflicts
- Lacking Hierarchy
- Poor Visibility

Existing Gateway

Radio Tower

Existing Corp Yard

Existing Park Space /
Open Space

Heritage Trees - Conifers

Paved Area with
Minimal Tree Cover

Heritage Trees - Oaks

Trees - Other
(Includes trees not surveyed)

ANALYSIS + OPTIONS
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1 Healthy Heritage Tree
2 Heritage Tree
3 Damaged Heritage Tree

Analysis + Options //
Site Analysis - Arborist Findings
Existing Tree Canopy

Topography and Storm Water

The site is defined by numerous heritage trees, the most
visually prevalent being Valley Oaks. Coincidentally
an image of a Valley Oak graces the town seal, their
preservation and protection should be major goal of
future site planning efforts. A majority of the existing trees
have also been heavily pruned and are encompassed
by areas of impervious paving. As a result many are
failing or stressed; great care must be taken to protect
them during the course of future construction projects. In
contrast, there are areas where Coast Live Oaks have
been able to become re-established and appear to be
thriving; as a native evergreen species, their protection
and preservation is highly encouraged. A variety of other
tree species currently exist at the site but none possess
the same character or connection to the native historic
landscape as exhibited by the Valley and Coast Live
Oaks.

The existing site is predominantly level with limited
topography. Flooding does not appear to be a current
problem but proposed changes to the area of impervious
surfaces from either the addition of buildings or paved
surfaces must be addressed with storm water treatment
facilities. Ample landscape areas should be dedicated
to treatment and storage of storm water; these could
be located along the site’s edges and provide attractive
landscape amenities.

1

2
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3

ARBORIST FINDINGS
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ANALYSIS + OPTIONS
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1 Library Courtyard
2 Public Works Yard View from Street
3 Permit Center Parking Entrance

Analysis + Options //
Planning Framework - Design Parameters + Goals

In response to input received at the initial public workshop, as well as information gathered and analyzed by the design
team, three options were developed to explore a variety of planning concepts for the site. Each option was designed
to test specific planning features with the community. The input received during the neighborhood outreach meetings
helped establish the final planning framework from which to develop the solution.

1

3
2
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Analysis + Options //
Planning Framework - Design Option 1
Option 1 aggregated all of the required area in to a single multi-story building with an underground parking garage.
The key achievements in this scheme maximized open or green space on the site, concentrated parking underground,
including secure parking and storage for the Police Department, and did not provide through street circulation between
Maple Lane and Fair Oaks. This option also showed the existing Town Hall as potentially being demolished.

DESIGN OPTION 1 - ONE BUILDING
3.14 Town of Atherton Civic Center Master Plan

Analysis + Options //
Planning Framework - Design Option 2
Option 2 focused on providing a central “town green” space where the center of the site was a pedestrian only green
space. This option also presented multiple one story buildings to house the city functions, and all parking as surface
parking. The existing Town Hall is preserved and repurposed as part of the Library program. This option maintained
Station Lane as the connection between Maple and Fair Oaks, relocating and improving the safety of the intersections
at both ends. In order to achieve the realignment of Station Lane, this option also proposed relocating the Public Works
Yard off site to another location, potentially Holbrook Park.

DESIGN OPTION 2 - TOWN SQUARE
HMC Architects
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Analysis + Options //
Planning Framework - Design Option 3
Option 3 retained vehicular circulation through the center of the site, creating more of a “town square” feel. Buildings
are grouped around the town square in a combination of one and two story buildings and vehicular circulation forms a
“T” through the site, allowing access from all three sides of the site to cross through the site. The existing Town Hall is
renovated and retained as the Council Chambers in this scheme and the Public Works Yard remains on site.
During the Neighborhood Outreach Meetings, participants were asked for their comments on each of the options, for
their preference for a single option or a combinations of portions of options, and for their opinions on a series of planning
issues.

DESIGN OPTION 3 - THE OVAL
3.16 Town of Atherton Civic Center Master Plan

Analysis + Options //
Planning Framework - Basis for Final Solution
Synthesis
Ultimately, the comments received from the community,
along with the design team’s own analysis and guidance
from staff and the CCAC, resulted in a set of guiding
principles that formed the planning framework for a final
solution:
•

Develop multiple buildings, with a mixture of one 		
and two story structures (with a general preference
for the Library to be a single story building); group
city administrative functions together; keep the 		
library separate; design facilities to achieve:
•
Maximize functional space
•
Retain convenience for frequent use community
		
functions: post office, library, etc.

HMC Architects

Improve efficiency and staff effectiveness
Provide adequate community gathering space
for civic functions

•

Maximize preservation of heritage trees and existing
trees on site; comply with the Town’s requirements
for tree replacement where removals are necessary

•

Provide a central pedestrian green space as the 		
primary organizing element for the site

•

•

Provide a vehicular circulation pattern that connects
Ashfield Road, Maple Lane, and Fair Oaks in a safe
manner

Consider preserving the existing Town Hall building
in some way – repurposing/reusing or retaining 		
portions of the building as a landmark/monument 		
feature

•

Provide sufficient parking throughout the site, 		
including convenience parking to all facilities; 		
consider underground parking if affordable.

•
•
		

•

Provide a clear pedestrian and bicycle circulation 		
system through the site

•

Retain the Public Works Yard on site

ANALYSIS + OPTIONS
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Recommendations

Recommendations //
Master Plan

HMC Architects

Introduction

This section is organized into the following sections:

The 2014 Master Plan recommendations for the Town of
Atherton Civic Center present an overall picture of the
future developed site and include proposed locations
for new facilities, recommendations for renovations of
existing facilities, and site development to support the
functions and activities on site. The recommendations
included in this section address the discussion that took
place during the planning process and describe the
building and site projects.

Master Plan

While drawings in the Master Plan appear specific, the
forms and shapes are conceptual diagrams that highlight
the location(s) and purpose of improvements. The final
design of the site and facilities will take place as the
project is funded and detailed programming and design
take place. The Master Plan is intended to be a road
map to set the stage for future design and is intended to
be fluid and flexible in its implementation.

•
•

•
•
		
		
		

Facilities Recommendations
Site Development Recommendations:
•
Vehicular Circulation & Parking
•
Pedestrian Circulation
•
Landscaping & Drainage

Implementation
Phasing Strategy
Budgeting

RECOMMENDATIONS

4.1

Recommendations //
Master Plan - Facilities Recommendations

AERIAL PHOTO OF SITE

4.2

Town of Atherton Civic Center Master Plan

SITE PLAN
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RECOMMENDATIONS

4.3

Recommendations //

1 Town Hall Floor Plan

Master Plan - Facilities Recommendations
Maximize Functional Space and Group Like
Functions; Improve Efficiency

Convenient Access
•

Building access on site is zoned to allow secure 		
parking for the Police Department with convenient
access and egress and access to main entrances
of the City Administration Building from convenience
parking located on the east and west sides, as well
as from the pedestrian green to the south.

•

Parking is distributed throughout the site to provide
convenient access points to all buildings and uses
on site. Facilities can be designed to position 		
specific uses most frequently accessed directly 		
adjacent to parking areas.

•	City Administrative functions are grouped into
a single, two story building on the north end of
the site, accessed from Fair Oaks Lane. Meeting
spaces, storage, lobby areas, staff support areas 		
can all be shared and/or co-located to maximize 		
building efficiency.
•

•

4.4

The Library is located across the town green 		
to the south as a single story building with 		
access from Station Lane. Visitors to the Library are
generally not coming to do business with 		
departments in the City Administration Building, and
locating the Library across the green allows for 		
development of additional outdoor amenities 		
directly associated with library functions. A single 		
story solution allows for more user friendly space 		
to be highly used by children and senior citizens as
well as for more efficient staff oversight.
The Town Hall and Public Works Yard remain in 		
their existing locations on site. The Town Hall is 		
identified for optional renovation and reuse, 		
depending on future support from the community 		
for its appropriate use. The Public Works Yard 		
operates effectively from its existing location and
retaining it frees up resources for use elsewhere.

Town of Atherton Civic Center Master Plan

Gathering Space
•

The proposed facilities are sized and positioned 		
to provide up to three large gathering or meeting 		
spaces to serve community needs. These include
Council Chambers, a police Training Center and 		
EOC, and a Multi-purpose Room for library and 		
other community functions.

1

SITE PLAN - BUILDINGS
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RECOMMENDATIONS

4.5

Recommendations //
Overall Site Development & Circulation
Site Development Recommendations

Circulation Networks and Wayfinding

Gateways

yy Create clear, logical and fully integrated Circulation
Networks for all modes of transportation within and
across the site linking the sit e with the community

Beginning at the Edges of the Civic Center the
Circulation Networks should be carefully integrated
with the Gateways into a series of distinct and visually
prominent Gateways, that should be created to provide a
sense of identity and arrival to the Center. The Networks
may begin at the Gateways or extend beyond into the
public right of way to insure through connections back
into the community. These Networks will seamlessly
and safely accommodate a variety transportation options
including automobiles, pedestrians and bicyclists along
a variety of clear, logical and fully accessible paths
of travel. The Networks should be responsive to the
architectural program and link existing or proposed open
spaces to existing buildings such as the Town Hall or
Caltrain Station.

A series of distinct and visual prominent Gateways
should be created to provide a sense of identity and
arrival to the Center. The Gateways should be multimodal, pedestrian scaled and accessible to all. They
could be distinguished by generous and unique
plantings, signage and constructed of materials that
are harmonious with the scale and character of the
community. Most importantly they must possess a civic
presence and not be confused with the gateways and
entrances to adjacent residences.

yy Site proposed Buildings to frame a large central
gathering space that enhances and respects the
existing historic buildings and heritage trees.
yy Define the Edges of the site with large areas of
plantings that match the character of the community,
create a strong sense of identity and buffer adjacent
uses on and offsite from the Civic Center.
yy Create a variety of human scaled Open Spaces of
different sizes and character that are interlinked and
relate directly to all existing and proposed buildings
and circulation networks.
yy Thoughtfully and carefully integrate infrastructure and
facilities such as storm water basins, the corporation
yard, parking, recycling storage and radio towers
into the fabric of the site to insure adequate physical
access and to ameliorate their visual impacts.

Specific recommendations include:
yy Station Lane will remain the main North/ South
connection across the site linking Fair Oaks and
Maple Street, providing direct access to the Train
Station.
yy Ashfield Road continues to function as the Western
Gateway and connects to both Maple and Fair Oaks
via Station Lane.
yy Seamlessly integrate all pedestrian, bicyclist,
vehicular and service circulation into the site plan
linking all existing and proposed uses and site
features
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Specific recommendations include:
yy Create Gateways at Fair Oaks and Ashfield, Station
Lane and Maple Street and at Ashfield Road as it
enters the western edge of the Center.
yy Gateways should include three dimensional elements
such as pilasters, walls or archways that both Civic
and Pedestrian scaled.
yy Gateways must include dedicated Pedestrian, Bicycle
and Vehicular paths of travel.
yy Gateways should be harmonious with the
Community’s character and constructed of
permanent, durable materials.

PEDESTRIAN
CIRCULATION

GATEWAYS
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Recommendations //
Master Plan - Landscape & Site Character

4.8

Open Spaces and Courtyards

Specific recommendations include:

Great opportunities exist to create a series of connected
open spaces and courtyards that share a common
vocabulary of materials. These spaces can be at a
variety of scales, from intimate to grand and programmed
for a wide variety of uses and activities. The architecture
will play an important role in framing and enhancing
these spaces, there should be direct and seamless
connections from the interior spaces to the exterior. Key
physical features of these spaces should be moveable
furnishings, lots of seating in a variety of forms and
locations, active programming, shade, lush plantings
and visually appealing materials. Key locations of these
courtyards will be adjacent to the front entry of the
proposed Administration Building, between the proposed
Library and Town Hall and along the edges of the Library
that face into the Library Gardens.

• Create a Town Green that can accommodate a wide
range of programmatic activities
• Create a series of interconnected courtyards and
plazas that relate directly to the proposed and existing
buildings
• Use existing Heritage Trees and landscape to define
the courtyards whenever possible
• Provide a range of seating options and features within
the Town Green and Courtyards which will make them
human scaled

Town of Atherton Civic Center Master Plan

LANDSCAPE PLAN

HERITAGE TREES
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NEW TREES
RECOMMENDATIONS
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Recommendations //
Master Plan - Infrastructure
Infrastructure, Lighting, Parking Courts, Service
Areas and Corporation Yard
All of the necessary infrastructural elements and uses
should be carefully and sensitively integrated into site;
they should not appear or function as an after thought.
For example storm water basins should be a design
feature and aesthetically pleasing, parking should
be proximate to building entries, heavily shaded and
small scale while service and storage areas should
be functional but not visually intrusive. With careful
site planning the existing corporation yard sheds can
remain in their current location and adaptively reused.
Currently existing vegetation very effectively screens the
Corporation Yard and care should be taken to protect
and enhance this critical landscape feature.
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yy Thoughtfully and carefully integrate all proposed
infrastructure into the site plan.
yy Parking courts should be proximate to building
entries, heavily shaded and small scale.
yy Lighting should also be minimally intrusive and
respect the form and character of historic light fixtures
that grace the site.
yy Service areas should be heavily screened with
evergreen vegetation and solid walls where
appropriate.
yy Adaptively reuse the existing Corporation Yard
facilities and enhance the existing vegetation that
currently screens it from Station Lane.

Note: The proposed plan provides 62 fewer spaces than
currently exist in the Civic Center, which was a concern
for the Council. However, the plan also allows for the
flexibility to add parking south of the library to address
any concerns regarding capacity.

STREET + PARKING PLAN
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Recommendations //

1 Portion of Town of Atherton Civic Center Survey

Implementation Strategy
Phasing Strategy
The placement of the new facilities in the Master Plan
are intended to simplify phasing approaches to the
construction and give the Town flexibility in maintaining
operations on site during construction.

The Master Plan layout allows the primary functions
of the Police Department, City Administration and
Post Office, and Library to remain in their current
locations while construction of the new facilities for City
Administration and Library take place. The Building
and Planning Departments and Public Works offices
will need to relocate into temporary facilities during the
construction and the Police Department will need to find
temporary locations for its secured parking and storage.
The Public Works Yard can potentially remain functional
the entire time.

1
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The goal of positioning new facilities in this manner is
to minimize phasing costs for the city in implementing
the Master Plan. As design progresses, the feasibility of
this approach can be validated and the design refined in
response to budget and operational constraints.

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
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Recommendations //
Implementation Strategy
Budgeting and Funding Strategy
The Town of Atherton plans to execute the Master Plan
as a single project. The budget developed for the Master
Plan project establishes the goal for the ultimate design
execution and represents a complete project budget,
inclusive of both hard (construction) and soft (fees,
equipment, furnishings, etc.) costs.
The budget and funding strategy for the project is
summarized in the following table:
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The Town has access to approximately $12 million
in Library and Community Development Department
funds that can be applied to the project. This leaves
approximately $19.8 million to be raised through private
funding, based on the estimated budget for the entire
master plan project.

Basis of Estimate

Existing Town Hall

Additive Alternates

The cost estimate for the project that has been
developed is based on the following assumptions:

The renovation or adaptive reuse of the existing Town
Hall building is excluded from the base budget, but
has been priced as a potential additive alternate to the
project, pending community support and funding. A
budget of $2.1 million has been identified to renovate the
Town Hall building and bring it into code and functional
compliance.

In addition, a series of alternates have been priced for
the overall project that can also be considered, pending
community support and funding:

•

•
•

Complete project cost: includes construction 		
cost, project soft costs (design & agency fees, 		
testing & inspections, etc.), contingencies, 		
escalation through mid-point of construction

•

Photovoltaic Panels

•

Public Works Yard Renovation/Building 			
Replacement

•

Additional Site Upgrades & Amenities

•

Public Art

•

Professional Renderings or Models

•

Enhanced Ballistic Sheathing/Protection

•

Additional New Furnishings & Equipment

•

Stormwater Collection & Reuse.

Construction start in mid-2015
18 month construction schedule, minimal phasing

•

Quality of building construction:
•
50-year civic buildings, commercial level 		
			
construction
•
2 story City Administration Building; 1 story 		
			
Library
•
Durable materials, high energy efficiency
•
Essential Services Standard compliance for the
			
Police Department
•
LEED Certification
•
Site development costs: utilities, roads & 		
			
paving, landscaping.

HMC Architects

Allowances for each of these alternates are identified in
the detailed cost estimate included in the Appendix.
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Appendix A - Meeting Notes
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User Meeting 1 - City Manager & Finance			

08.05.2013

User Meeting 2 - Police Department				

08.05.2013

User Meeting 3 - City Attorney				

08.06.2013

User Meeting 4 - Town Planner				

08.06.2013

User Meeting 5 - Deputy Planner				

08.06.2013

User Meeting 6 - Building Official				

08.06.2013

User Meeting 7 - Public Works				

08.06.2013

User Meeting 8 - Community Services Director		

08.06.2013

Meeting 1 - Project Kickoff Meeting				

08.05.2013

Outreach Committee Meeting 1				

08.22.2013

Library Committee Meeting 1				

08.22.2013

CCAC Design Meeting 1					09.10.2013
CCAC Design Meeting 2					09.24.2013
CCAC Design Meeting 3					10.15.2013
CCAC Design Meeting 4					10.22.2013
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Appendix B - Powerpoint Presentations of Meetings
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Public Workshop 1 			

09.17.2013

City Council Meeting			

11.06.2013

Public Workshop 2			

12.17.2013

City Council Meeting			

03.19.2014
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Public Workshop 1 			

Photos PubWk1 1-15

Neighborhood Outreach Meetings 		

Photos Outreach 1-11

Public Workshop 2			

Photos PubWk2 1-2
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Public Workshop 1 			

09.17.2013

Neighborhood Outreach Meetings		

10.29.2013 - 11.08.2013

Public Workshop 2			

12.17.2013
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Detailed Program				02.2014
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Detailed Cost Estimate			

02.2014
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Topo Graphic Survey		
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Appendix H - Traffic Report
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Town of Atherton Traffice Report			
by Whitlock & Weinberger Transportation, Inc

11.07.2013
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Appendix I - Arborist Report
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Tree Survey of Significant Trees			
Atherton Town Center
by Kielty Arborist Services

07.2013
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